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crawling etc. Outside, nothing is seen. Forms and light proliferate, the sun, the moon and the stars 
on the same plane, not quite in the foreground. Nature is a carpet in circumference, hardly distant, 

the roundness of  a pearl and equal splendour as the sun, and the bee lands on open forms, stars 

route. Or rather prints with others its absence on earth, a miniscule path in the steaming grass, in the 

path of  the arctic hare. Without chain without white coverlet without objection, all of  the sudden, 
it’s an impassive, silent phantom, the gaze crossing, then it’s just a black she cat, beast I am, but clever 
beast. It doesn’t efface its path and the shadow detaches gently from the body, nothing of  the past nor 
future, nothing unending yet all stays the same. Melded into the landscape, zero contour, unmoving 

rays twigs, the vegetal is merely a sleeping animal. How many leaves are not leaves, the grass mantis, 

reality are much more various than those of  the most fabulous bestiaries. In his twelve-tomb History 
of  birds, aldrovandi speaks of  monsters, two-faced and fork-feet. Nature is an immense tableau 
featuring all manner of  worlds and detail: an insect is less animal than a cat, an oyster is even less 
animal than an insect and so forth. In the Icones animalium, conrad gesner carefully arranges all in 
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Water

four small isle, canals overgrown with duckweed and greenish lichens, a wetland, a mud coat, 
insects swim on it and objects limply repose, the puddles, the garden is listless. The dormant water 

she who sleeps, mist, blurry bodies, the little sparks and super mobile spirits, the drowned and the 
fear of  the faraway lake. Let’s begin once again with some small colored scenes, Woman in her 
bath, sponging the leg, Nude wet, The great tub, chaste Suzanne. The isle is an isle, temperate, 

The dormant water intersects images, always falls and forms ponds, cisterns and numerous lakes 
which absorb all the light, yet warmed by the sun, the slightest part evaporates, sissst – much 
less than brandy and more than mercury, becomes thunder and clouds, remains nine days in the 
air and in the oceans 3000 years. Mist invisible or cold droplets in suspension, micro ices which 

man meets a carnival dwarf  and gets knocked out by a water drop, as many of  them as there are 
suns. Water forever falls, moves above and below, swirls, bubbles, rivulets, goes from one place to 

The purest and most impure water, viscous in the deep open ocean where swimming is sluggish 

itself  an ocean, the encyclopaedia’s an immense, on-going map made uniquely for navigators, 
certain sailors or the common adventurers who rove the world as a rhizome or giant tree 
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Faces  
 

the painter as a very young man. His image within which advances and withdraws according to the 

the ground, the milky form of  clara harris, her two spheres and one comet printed on a fragile 

with and without contour, on a neutral ground or melded onto the verdant landscape behind the 

vivid light. A certain air or a quite subtle wind, a beautiful frown with double snub, a single muscle 
serves to perform the movement of  the soul, that according to doctor duchenne de bologne, the 
expression’s head  is made with conducting wires and an induction mechanism. Its models are two 
little girls of  smooth visage, an older woman with skin burnt by the sun, a young and beautiful 
man, a thin labourer with marked features, an old man with an air of  wilful intelligence. The 
face opens, mask simple, lets itself  be seen a second, its double staring, eyes empty, uniform or 
broken, a third resembling others whose shape and colors transform without particular sign, yet 
another, super mobile, dead, sometimes criminal. The stock shop of  the face, you’re given one 
and then you choose a new, part animal or the like, two-faced monsters, spirit beasts. From the 
time of  the frog, nature’s chubby image of  man or vice versa, a sequence from which the nose is 
slowly released, the forehead and chin while the nose and the mouth become even less. In human 
physiognomy, giambattista della porta speaks of  the astonishing community of  nature and forms 

the stag, camus’ nose, vitellius to the owl’s great big head
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Architecture

A well made painting is like a wall of  glass or some other thing, always formed from base to 

becoming a ruin, pierced it equals sound, a machine which functions and listens as the walls see. 
The subject, I don’t know why, came to mind when watching a wall said antonioni, the cry a great boom, a 
double supersonic bang.  The walls speak, have ears to listen and eyes sometimes, inward minds, 

and four walls is a room for mirages, rays criss-cross, on one of  them as on a black painting the 
light prints the world’s inverted image. If  one looks at wall covered with spots or various marks, 
one sees mountains, rivers, great valleys, zig-zag routes, mirrors and bright leaves, a sumptuous 

and dangling fruits, there a rampart of  ferns, rambling hedges and a curtain of  tamarisk and 
cypress with green summits. Farther along, a great perennial border, 100 meters long by 15 meters 
in height, common laurel and alder, rockrose and loquat, in perfection enclose a dream garden 

vanishing behind various instruments, maps and portraits, the great wonders of  nature, air sea and 

that permit according to leibnitz to take in a wink and by a well-ordered system all of  knowledge 
without the use a ladder
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Machines

waist up, a moving autonomy, moving the feet, head and the rest, it creates energy, it will go strait 
ahead if  it folds the arms in and vice versa. But to seize the air, one must study water and its 

the eyes empty, a special principle which animates then kills it, or made of  various tissues, with 2 
bolts in the neck, electricity and lightening awaken him, he runs like a madman down the roads, 
a magnetic sleepwalker. Turning machines, the sinuous movement of  the snake has served as a 

it turns like a well mechanized stage set, to the left enter the gods of  the woods and country 
sides, to the right the sea divinities, above and below the shadows and furies. In the water and 

rays cross, intersect and imprint on the opposite wall an inverse image of  the world. Connection, 
variation, secret routes and hidden links, the encyclopedia is much more than the sum of  its 

conceived by olaus roëmer, one for the planets and the other for eclipses, laputa’s  perfectly round 
aerial isle set in motion by a magnet, pascal’s machine for mathematical rules without plumes and 
without tokens
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Statues

each column contains a phantom, here a heap strewn pell-mell, there a jumbled pile fallen, poorly 
formed without a sound from the moon, swept in by the sea or found in a bush – the motionless 
hush of  the hawthorn
the feet animated but linked, the eyes turned inward, it has a hollow in place of  a heart and still 

ending volcanic eruptions, of  preventing the enemy from destroying the hills, pliny speaks of  
yet another  imitation, which early every morning produces the sound of  a broken cord and the 

give, a tooth a leg a nose a hand, a little idol – the anatomical venus comes apart in numerous 
pieces, and even an old piece of   broken bottle, giving giving as much as you get, health glory 
happiness money, gifts rendered must resemble gifts given. Fallen from the moon, brought in by 
the sea, found in a bush or fashioned after an engraving then dried out in the sun to resist the air:  

or naked, imitating an animal, a man, a woman, a god, an abstract quality, the seasons, an aspect 

catalogue which contains all things, the events and images of  dreams, a true rebus, the great mirror 
of  the world, and which allows to change numbers to better play them in lotto. Held in place, yet 
ever more active, time seeks its prey to embody, unfolds slowly, takes a step, eyes turned out, turns 
upon itself, its face opens, and appears a second and then another, super mobile. It becomes even 

their nocturne dance of  caprice, the goth dance, go forth, always keeping its silent gesture secret

Suzanne Doppelt’s work in French originally appeared in 
Le Monde est beau, il est rond


